Survey for Summer Ventures and Upward Bound Math/Science

- Define mission of the program and its funding source.

- Describe academic content of program.

- Provide your opinion on how the content and mission fit with a switch in program oversight.

- How is this program administered on other NC campuses?

- How many students from western NC have participated in the program?

- List activities conducted to recruit students from this region.

- What kinds of administrative support are in place for the program to assure that it runs efficiently and effectively (to include recruitment, registration, purchasing, etc.)?

- How do program offerings effectively utilize the full range of Math, Science, and Engineering resources/expertise/facilities available on the WCU campus?

- Based on evaluation data, what are students gaining from the program and how do students view the program?

- List ways in which the activities of this program are coordinated with other campus programs that have a similar or related focus.

- What is the conversion rate from this program to enrollment in WCU? In UNC system? In four-year college/university?

- What process exists for developing programs that are designed around challenging academic content and effective educational pedagogy?

- What is your opinion about how the program would be affected if it were moved administratively to the Center for Math/Science Education?